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Vice President
John Walsh
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dionmay4@aol.com
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Neil Cavanagh
neilcav@earthlink.net
Director
Tom Mortimer
tjmort@comcast.net
Director
Bob Wilken
rwilken@roadrunner.com

Our next meeting will be our annual Gene Bearss Symposium
Topic: MMNE Annual Symposium: Special guest presentations and specimen auction
Date: May 21, 2022 Time: 9:00 AM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Place: Congregational Church, Pelham, NH (see map, page 2)
Symposium presentations may be viewed via Zoom
When: May 21, 2022 11:00 AM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Register in advance for this meeting:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIlcu6oqjkjGtW93tMyr-etL53tyvPFZxYk
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about
joining the meeting.

Newsletter editor
(position vacant)
Directors filling in

Login to
micromountersof
newengland.org
Members Access:
Login: 2020member
Password: Covid-19

See map and agenda on next page

BARITE 1.2 mm rhombic crystal.
Loudville Lead Mine, East Hampton, MA
A Bob Wilken specimen & photo. Collected 1998
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HEMIMORPHITE 2 mm hemimorphite “fan”
Loudville Lead Mine, East Hampton, MA
A Bob Wilken specimen & photo. Col. 1996
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PLEASE HELP THE CLUB BY DONATING A MORNING
SNACK OR BAKED GOOD TO GO ALONG WITH CLUBPROVIDED COFFEE FOR THE MAY 21 SYMPOSIUM.
HELP KEEP THE TRADITION ALIVE!
MMNE 2022-2223 OFFICER SLATE
“The annual business meeting for the election of officers shall be held during the June meeting or at
another time agreed to by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of a quorum of the members present at a valid
business meeting.” (Ref: Article 1, Section 6)
President: Scott Reilly
REMEMBER
Vice President: John Walsh
Bring your sales
Treasurer: Scott Dion
Secretary: Neil Cavanagh
table donations.
Director 1: Tom Mortimer
Director 2: Bob Wilken
MMNE Secretarial Report for April 16, 2022 (Virtual Meeting online via Zoom)
16 members present, 7 arrived later. Scott Rielly started the meeting at 10:02 AM.
Scott Dion read the treasurer’s report.
Scott Rielly discussed that the EC had several meetings to discuss filling vacant positions and the status
of the Symposium. He noted that Kyle Hounsell has accepted the position of webmaster for the MMNE
and that the EC is still looking for a newsletter editor, but that Tom Mortimer and Bob Wilken will
temporarily fill in until an editor is found.
Scott R. has located several potential facilities for the symposium. He will follow up with verifying WIFI
and availability along with any costs.
OLD BUSINESS:
Peter Cristofono proposed moving the June symposium to a different date to not conflict with the BMC live
auction on June 18, 2022. After extensive discussion the proposal to move the symposium to May 21,
2022 was made and passed. Tom Mortimer will check to insure that Bob Janules can make that date for
his presentation.
Scott Rielly will check on venue availability. It was agreed to have a sales table, silent auction which
Gordon Jackson has agreed to do, the door prize will Pegmatite book and will be based on a raffle of $5.
John Walsh has agreed to handle the food. The club has decided to have no charge for entrance and the
only fee will be for the door prize. The EC will meet this coming week to hammer out the details as to
whether we will have a hybrid in person/virtual venue or if the symposium will be virtual
NEW BUSINESS:
The proposed officer slate will be the same as last year as no one new has volunteered and all existing
officers have agreed to continue for another year. The slate of officers will be published in the May
newsletter.
George Adleman noted that he is still searching for a suitable Raman microscope.
Danielle Desmarais asked if there was any interest in a trip to Loudville and has offered to lead it. Neil
Cavanagh is working with Scott Rielly on potential joint field trips to several quarries.
Meeting was adjourned at 11:08AM, followed by the online auction and a presentation by Tom Mortimer
on the Jahnsite-Whiteite Group.
Respectfully submitted,
Neil Cavanagh, Secretary
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Excerpt from article by Janet Cares in
Micromounters of New England Northeast Meeting, May 13, 1989
Transcribed by Anna Wilken
Micropersonatilies: Meet Gunnar Bjareby

Gunnar Bjareby was born in Sweden in 1899. Though his full name was Alfred Gunnar Bjareby, he was
universally known by his middle name, and used the initials G.B. …..
At the age of 24 Gunnar Bjareby came to the United States to pursue art studies, particularly at the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts. Since art could seldom be relied on for total support, he worked regularly as an
interior house painter, adding artistic touches and an occational mural to some of Boston’s old homes and
public buildings. …..
Gunnar’s mineral collecting began at the age of ten, and his enthusiasm continued for the rest of his life.
He was a mineral collector, never a rockhound or rock hunter, as he believed hunting was done only for
wild animals. As one of the early members of the Boston Mineral Club, he was always active in one
capacity or another and was voted an honorary member in recognition of his contributions. As locations
committee Chairman he maintained a set of bound volumes of Geological Survey maps of the New
England states. Each map was overlain with tracing paper on which he marked the location of known
quarries, mines, road cuts, and prospects, complete with lists of minerals found there. In this way the
localities could be pinpointed without marking up the map itself. At present these maps are in the care of
the Harvard Mineralogical Museum in Cambridge.
A portion of Gunnar’s mineral collection, one of the finest of its day, was displayed in wall cases in the
living room of his fourth floor walk-up apartment on Palace Road in Boston. Collectors would often visit
to study minerals or to purchase reasonably-priced specimens, many of which were taken from his
collection when he replaced them with finer ones. Whether by trade, sale or donations, many of his
minerals have found their way to museums in such far-flung places as Australia, Sweden and South
Africa. …..
He kept in touch with knowledgeable field collectors of his day, among them Philip Morrill, Neal Yedlin,
Phil Foster, Dick Schooner and Peter Zodac. He was one of the first to scout the now well-known MDC
Shaft 10 in Hardwick, MA, and learned early of the danalite/genthelvite locality in Cumberland, RI.
The Palermo Mine, from which bjarebyite was later to be named, was a great favorite, as was the Gillette
Quarry, usually the first trip of the season for the Boston Mineral Club in their early days. He made
several trips to Mont St-Hilaire, and was quite excited about its minerals. …..
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Bob Whitmore specimen – Tom Mortimer Photo

Bob Wilken specimen and photo

(The type specimen was collected in 1947 by Gunnar Bjareby and bore the label “Dickinsonite”.
In 1973 the mineral was named “Bjarebyite” by Dr. Paul B. Moore and co-workers of the University of
Chicago.)
Gunnar never owned a car, but was always in demand as a passenger, and knew exactly how to get to any
collecting spot. He would always be sitting on the steps with collecting bag and tools in hand waiting for
his ride. At lunch time he would reach into his pocket and draw out a battered sandwich which he would
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supplement with peanuts from another pocket or wild berries when available. He loved the outdoors, and
when others chose to carry a tent, he would make a bed of pine boughs on which to lay his sleeping bag.
In the field Gunnar was a tireless worker, and unafraid to go after a superior specimen no matter how
difficult the job. He used only hand tools, feeling that anything else was unsporting. On one occasion he
worked with hammer and chisel for an entire afternoon on a group of fine crystals, only to have the entire
mass shatter at the final blow. If he made a discovery while with a group he would take a few of the finest
specimens and then call in the rest of the group to share in the find. He was an excellent sight identifier
and willing to help the novice, but had little patience with those who failed to learn. …..
In the early days, there was no formal micromount club, but a number of interested collectors would get
together informally to study, trim and exchange micros. Gunnar would bring a stack of boxes containing a
variety of mineral specimens glued to paper labels.These were circulated at the meetings, and those
attending could take a box home to go through at leisure. Many micromount collections got their start
from these givaways.
In November, 1966, a group of micromounters led by Gilbert George and Eldon Fettridge both of Rhode
Island, sent out invitations to an all-day micromounting session at the Eliot Church in Newton, MA.
There was a good response, and in January, 1967 the group was officially named Micromounters of New
England. Gunnar was elected vice-president, and in the few
meetings held prior to his death gave brief instructional talks on
some aspect of mineralogy. ….
Gunnar Bjareby passed away in 1967.
His micromount collection, representing over 1,000 mineral species,
went to the University of Chicago.
In 1983 Gunnar Bjareby was elected to the Baltimore Mineral
Society’s “Micromounters Hall of Fame” in the old-timer’s
category.
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When Radiation “Halos” and “Burns” Aren’t
Fred E. Davis
FEDavis@att.net
Introduction
Readers may have encountered the terms “radiation halos” or “radiation burns,” generally
referring to a discoloration of the matrix material hosting radioactive minerals (such as uraninite,
samarskite, zircon and monazite). Some halos are from the deposition of secondary uranium minerals like
autunite that surround the source of the uranium and are most visible under ultraviolet illumination.
Quartz turns “smoky” when exposed to gamma radiation, and when small, point-like sources are included
in the quartz, they can be surrounded by a smoky halo. Some halos in quartz are not visible in white light,
but only appear under cathodoluminescence and are quite small, measured in microns. Mica (muscovite
and biotite) can exhibit pleochroic halos but are also quite small. Other minerals, like cordierite and
fluorite, have been reported to form halos.
This is a brief, informal examination of a specimen with easily visible “halos” surrounding
uraninite in a feldspar matrix. What are these features, and are they related to the uraninite?
Test Specimen
Figure 1 illustrates the specimen used for analysis. Figure 1(a) shows the specimen in white light,
and Figure 1(b) is long wave (365 nm) ultraviolet light (LW UV). The author field collected this
specimen in 2004 on his first visit to Palermo #1 in North Groton, New Hampshire. The overall
dimensions were about 11.4 x 6.9 x 6.2 cm. The specimen was cut into three slabs to have a better look at
the interior. The slab used in this examination is about 10.3 x 6.5 x 2.9 cm. Figure 1(a) shows the original
outside surface with muscovite along the top edge. The majority is feldspar with clusters of uraninite
crystals, minor anhedral fluorapatite, and some uranium secondary minerals (such as autunite, as
highlighted in fluorescent green in LW UV in Figure 1(b)). The dark reddish-brown discoloration around
the uraninite stands out. These are the supposed radiation “halos” or “burns.” To the author, the color
strongly suggests an iron oxide.

Figure 1. Pegmatite specimen from Palermo #1, North Groton, NH. (a) White light, 11.5
cm field of view. Phases include feldspar group minerals, muscovite, uraninite with
“halo,” and minor fluorapatite and uranium secondary minerals. (b) 365 nm long-wave
ultraviolet light. Uranium secondary minerals (like autunite) in green, and fluorapatite in
orange.
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Figure 2 shows the opposite side of the specimen, a flat, roughly sawn surface. Figure 2(a) is in
white light, and Figure 2(b) is LW UV. The stained areas clearly extend well into the interior of the
specimen. This surface also reveals a grey zone just below the center cluster of uraninite (see detail view
in Figure 3) that will also be analyzed and discussed below.

Figure 2. Rear view of Fig. 1 showing rough-sawn, flat surface. (a) White light, 11.5 cm
field of view. Cross sections of muscovite at top, clusters of uraninite with “halos,” and
grey zones near uraninite clusters. Note also light pink areas around the lower part of
the feldspar. (b) LW UV light. Uranium secondary minerals in green, anhedral
fluorapatite in orange.

Figure 3. Detail view of grey zone
below center uraninite cluster. Note
that the reddish-brown “halos” do
not surround all uraninite clusters
(black).

Composition Analyses and Instrumentation
Composition was determined using both SEM-EDS and XRF-EDS instruments. Both have their
own advantages and disadvantages. The SEM examines a spot only a few microns across (commonly, less
than 0.005 mm diameter), so mixtures of phases could be missed, but it has excellent light element
detection down to carbon. Grains of the specimen were mounted in plastic, ground flat and polished to
expose the interior of the grains. Examining only one tiny spot in the interior of a grain can miss other
phases such as coatings on the exterior surface.
The XRF instrument is more of a ‘bulk’ analysis of the specimen’s exterior surface, in this case
over areas of 1 mm and 3 mm in diameter. Thus, the XRF can report a mixture of phases on the surface of
the specimen that the SEM might miss. This XRF had poor light element detection, so it could not detect
sodium.
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Uraninite was confirmed with both methods, and signs of both albite and microcline were found.
The micron spot analysis of the SEM showed albite with no traces of iron, while the XRF in a 1 mm
diameter area suggested microcline or possibly a mix with albite, showing additional trace amounts of
iron, calcium and manganese.
The XRF bulk analysis indicated a lot of iron oxides in the reddish-brown stains, with small
amounts of calcium (possibly from apatite or autunite) and traces of manganese and lead. The SEM data
for the interior of the stained feldspar contained no iron, suggesting the stains were restricted to the
exterior of the feldspar grains.
The grey zone on the flat, rear surface (see detail view in Figure 3) showed feldspar with a small
amount calcium and traces of iron and lead.
Radiation and Feldspar Color
Can radiation (such as gamma rays or X-rays) cause a color change in feldspar? Yes, absolutely.
See, for example, Hoffmeister & Rossman (1986), Kohn & Benjamin (1961), Nassau (1978) and London
(2008:46-49). But the colors observed due to radiation exposure were reported as grey, blue-grey, blue
and blue-green. These are not the colors mentioned for radiation “halos” and “burns” encountered in nontechnical, casual examples. Furthermore, if the “halos” and “burns” were due to radiation, you would
expect to see these around the entire uraninite cluster, and around every cluster. This is clearly not the
case, even in the same specimen (Fig. 3). This evidence suggests these radiation “halos” and “burns” are
not caused by radiation.
Radiation effects can occur in some minerals, generally at a microscopic level. For example,
Ernest Rutherford (1913:309-312) described “pleochroic halos” under polarized light, with illustrations in
his Figures 82 A & B. Another description can be found in Pattrick et. al. (2013). However, these “halos”
are measured in microns.
Discussion
Using the term “burn” to describe such features seems wrong, since the host material is not
burned at all in the technical sense. The term “halo” might apply, but not all such features are visible
without special illumination, and not all such features are directly due to radiation.
As crystals of radioactive minerals weather and become metamict, the unit-cell parameters
increase, and thus the volume increases (Woodhead et al. 1991). With sufficient expansion, the matrix
can fracture. For example, Shaub (1938:337) examines uraninite crystals in apatite, where the uraninite
caused radial fractures in the apatite. The author field collected a specimen, as described by Shaub (also
from Ruggles mine, Grafton, N.H.), in which the radial fractures are easily seen in UV due to the
deposition of secondary uranium minerals. These fractures provide an easier pathway for water to reach
the crystals, and over time, leach out elements from the radioactive crystal (for uraninite, lead and
uranium) that can combine with other elements in the water to form new minerals (e.g., autunite and
uranophane) that are carried away from the original crystal. The presence of autunite sprinkled around the
feldspar (see Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(b)) is a clear indication that this has happened in the examined
specimen. If the water also contains dissolved iron, it could deposit iron oxides in the microfractures
around the uraninite, coating the feldspar grains with reddish-brown iron oxide. Putnis et al. (2007)
discusses how iron oxides can be water-born and deposited in feldspar. Analysis of the reddish-brown
coatings in the test sample shows the presence of iron oxide and small amounts of (radiogenic?) lead. The
grey zone (Fig. 3) showed feldspar with small amounts of iron and lead.
Conclusion
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The author suggests that the “halos” in the test sample are not directly due to radiation effects, but
rather the deposition of iron oxides staining the surrounding matrix. In this case, they are not radiation
halos at all, just rust stains.
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Membership application form for new, 2022, membership. Dues are waved for 2021 members.
Membership in the MMNE runs from January 1st to December 31st. Dues are payable on or before
January 1st for the upcoming year. Please fill out this form and return it with your payment to the club
Treasurer. Please make checks payable to the Micromounters of New England, 15 Powers St #68,
Milford NH 03055.
Name:

________________________________________________

Street/PO Box Address: ________________________________________________
City/State/Zip :

________________________________________________

Telephone: _______________________E-mail address:
________________________________________
Annual Membership Individual

@ $12 each

______ Total Member $ _________

Annual Membership Family

@ $16 each

______ Total Members $ _________

Annual Symposium: Number of Attendees

@ $15 each

______ Total Symposium $ _________

Membership type: Individual $ 12.00, Family $ 16.00. Family membership includes two adults residing at
the same address and all children at that address under the age of 18.
The Newsletter is published in January, February, March, April, May, June, October and November (no
July, August or December issue), and is published approximately one week prior to the next scheduled
meeting.
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